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This recital is dedicated to Lilo Glick with appreciation for a
decade of love and devotion. And to my parents, for two.

Duo for Violin and Viola
Jacob Glick, viola
Mitchell Markowitz, violin

Three Pieces For Piano
I. One
II. Two
III. Three

MITCHELL MARKOWITZ

Six Rumanian Folk Dances
Nina Shuman, piano
Mitchell Markowitz, violin

*************************
INTERVAL
*************************

Sonata in d minor, Op. 109
for violin and piano
I. Allegro
II. Adagio
III. Un poco presto e con sentimento
IV. Presto agitato

Lionel Nowak, piano
Mitchell Markowitz, violin

* This Concert is being presented in partial fulfillment of the requirements
for the Bachelor of Arts Degree.